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Responsible for her friendâ€™s death, Lieutenant Caslin Ahn wants nothing more than to be left

alone. She no longer deserves the company of comrades or the fulfillment she felt as a Wolf

Squadron fighter pilot. But a summons from the king leaves her with no choice but to rejoin her

teammates. An ancient evil has been unleashed, bringing death and destruction to the nation, and

they are the only ones with a chance of stopping it.Dragon Blood 6 brings back Cas, Tolemek,

Ridge, Sardelle, Kaika, and Tylie, as well as her dragon, for a new epic fantasy adventure.
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I'm not an avid reader, But I decided to check this series out, and got hooked. Lindsay keeps me

laughing and amused with anticipation of what is going to happen next in the plot. Raptor book 6

Left me wanting more. So I grabbed my tablet looked on kindle and found she has another book

coming out in December so I preordered it right away. Can not wait to see what happens next. I did

see however that this next book may be the final installment of this series I hope not though

because I love reading about the adventures Sardelle, cas, Deathmaker, jaxi, & Ridgewalker and



many more characters that are in her series of books. Lindsay has made me want to read again and

that says a lot to me and the people around me. Some of my friends are even now interested in the

story and have borrowed my books. lolThank you Lindsay for your great story telling. :)

Note: I received a review copy.Somewhat spoiler warning: This ends with a cliffhanger. The author's

endnotes states that the "final installment" will be released 12/22/2015.Less spoiler-y warning:

There is a book 5.5 (see my other reviews). I highly recommend 5.5 before embarking on book 6.

5.5 is a shorter oeuvre, and explores less-explored characters. While you don't need to do so, the

character exposition and adventures in 5.5 will enrich your enjoyment of 6.This book goes into Cas

(one of the protagonists in "Deathmaker," book 2) in quite a bit of depth. We also get a lot of

dialogue from one of my favorite characters, Jaxi. Cas has become depressed over the events of

"Blade's Memory", book 5, and this is mostly Cas's adventure. As is usual, Lindsay Buroker weaves

fast, headlong action, together with engaging characters (even the somewhat villainous ones), and

snappy dialogues--internal and external. A new villain (or villain upgrade) appears in book 5.5, but

book 6 is the full entrance, and Cas gets to try to help solve problems. Don't worry, though--we get a

lot of Ridge, Sardelle, Tolemek, and how can we forget Jaxi?If you've read the other Dragon's Blood

books, you won't want to miss this installment. If you can't stand a cliffhanger, wait 2 months, and

buy books 6 & 7 when book 7 comes out. You can scratch your itch with book 5.5. If you haven't

read the other Dragon Blood installments, find book 1 and try it. If you enjoy (mind you, book 1 ends

neatly, so you can choose to stop at just 1 book), then, buy the rest of the series.

This is, without a doubt, the BEST Dragon Blood installment yet! I am completely breathless, a thrill

ride from start to finish - beyond the end even, because based on that ending, this adventure has

just begun. And there is no one that I trust more to deliver the best ending to this series than

Lindsay Buroker.One thing that has become crystal clear while reading this series is the fine line

that an author walks between making situations either overly serious or overly humorous. From the

start I have loved the humor and wit that Buroker infuses into her characters, but not once has it

taken precedence over just how serious her plotline is, that her charcters are fighting for not only

their lives but a whole country's while they fight a war. It is so easy for humor to take away from that,

and on the flip side for an extremely serious situation to drain the personality from the characters.

NOT THE CASE HERE! Buroker walks that line like a pro, and that is what makes this series so

wonderful. Her characters are so rich and so vibrant and brimming with personality that my heart

can't take how much I love them.If you are a fan of fantasy, do what is good for you and READ THIS



SERIES!

I am so happy to have stumbled upon this series. I started reading the first book on Oct 28th (thank

BookBub) and got sucked right in. It's Nov 1st and I just finish this book (7th in the series counting

Under the Ice Blades) and I am so happy that I don't have a long wait because the final installment

comes out in 51 days!!!Thank you Lindsay Buroker for an action packed series filled with strong

female characters, great leading men (I'm loving the brooding pirate Tolemek), magic and dragons!!!

Love your writing (and appreciate your use of archaic words - love expanding my vocabulary so my

brain is constantly challenged, lol) and the easy flow. You have a gift for writing -- great visual

descriptions that are not overdone or detracting from the pace of the story line (I'm thinking of

Robert Jordan here, r.i.p., where I think I stopped after the 9th book because it took to long to read)

love the dimension of the characters and their development, love love love the action scenes and

imagery, love the kick-ass and snarky elements and love the strong female leads. So happy to have

found you, you are on my favorite author list with all time great, Anne McCaffrey, and my most

recently additions, Meghan Ciana Doidge and Samantha Shannon!

A worthy addition to what's becoming an excellent series. The previous entry in the series is a

novella, which I never feel give enough time to development of the situation, so it's good that this is

back to novel length and fully satisfying.It also deals with exactly what I wanted dealt with next: the

experience of a character who had been through a terrible time in the previous novel and was

coping with the aftermath. She copes very well, but has believable amounts of struggle in doing

so.The action and the plot are reliably enjoyable, and overall this is a good Buroker, which is to say

it's entertaining and well written. I read a lot of this author's books, and it's good to see the number

of editing errors diminishing (though she still confuses "breach" and "breech").Don't start here, start

with the first in the series. But if flying aces, dragons and romance appeal to you, do start reading

these.
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